TELUS Fleet Complete Solutions
Complete visibility into your important assets.
Do you know where your vehicles and other valuable assets are and how they are performing?
Do you know whether your remote workers are safe?In some cases, you need to know because
the law requires it. In others, the more you know, the more you can save and the more efficiently
you can operate. TELUS Fleet Complete can keep you informed, with a reliable and real-time tracking
and management platform for mobile assets and resources.

Track your vehicles and drivers.
TELUS Fleet Complete - Fleet Tracker.
Track the real-time location and status of every vehicle in your fleet using advanced GPS technology.
TELUS Fleet Complete Fleet Tracker increases driver safety, efficiency and productivity, while reducing
costs and improving your bottom line.
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Know where your vehicles are at all times and gain visibility into performance on a trip-by-trip basis
to better plan and organize routes
Monitor vehicle information, such as battery voltage, ignition status, Engine Control Module (ECM) status,
Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTC) and more to help reduce fuel, maintenance and other operational costs
Help your drivers avoid unsafe and costly on-road habits, such as excessive idling, speeding, harsh
braking and acceleration, ultimately reducing insurance and fuel costs
Notify customers of your vehicles’ estimated time of arrival to enhance customer service
Customize and access reports designed to provide real insights into your fleet operations
Integrate with your dispatch and back-office systems for maximum efficiency

TELUS Fleet Tracker with my Fleet Solution from Intact Insurance Company.
TELUS Fleet Tracker can be fully integrated with an Intact Insurance dashboard, allowing you to actively monitor
driver conduct on the road and save on insurance costs.
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Receive an enrollment discount on your fleet insurance rates through Intact Insurance
Monitor driver behaviour, enabling you to coach drivers, avoid speeding tickets and take
full advantage of other potential insurance savings
Lower your fuel costs by identifying operating inefficiencies
Prolong the life of your vehicles by scheduling regular services before critical breakages occur

Comply with new regulation.
TELUS Fleet Complete Hours of Service and Electronic Logging Device solution.
Prepare for the upcoming US and Canadian Electronic Logging Device (ELD) legislation. The ELD device enables you to
track your commercial drivers’ record of duty status electronically and provide accurate data for faster and easier roadside
inspections. TELUS Fleet Complete Hours of Service (HoS) and ELD solution complies with over 11 US and Canadian
state/province and cross-border rules and is updated regularly by our specialist team.
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Comply with the ELD requirements (coming into effect in the US in 2017, with similar regulations expected in Canada)
Be audit ready at all times, with accurate, up-to-date HoS data available on demand
Provide your drivers with automated alerts of potential upcoming HoS violations
Reduce the time drivers spend on manual and error-prone paperwork, allowing them to focus on driving
Enable your drivers to submit vehicle inspection requests electronically
Integrate HoS data with your back-office systems

Manage your dispatch.
TELUS Fleet Complete Dispatch.
Manage your business, orders, routes, vehicles, dispatching and invoicing,
all from one platform.
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Automate front and back-end operations, improving coordination of
vehicles in the field
Identify the most optimal route to a destination, lowering fuel costs and
improving delivery times
Make real-time route adjustments for drivers as new orders come in
and optimize your distribution
Get instant notifications about any arising issues on individual routes and
orders so you can avoid customer dissatisfaction or delivery delays
Provide accurate times of arrival to customers, enhancing their experience
with your company
Get optimal insight into your performance management with on-demand
and scheduled reports

Track your assets.
TELUS Fleet Complete Asset Tracker.
Prevent theft and unauthorized use of your high-value assets, such as containers,
trailers, bins and heavy equipment.
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If Canadian drivers ceased
unnecessary idling for just
three minutes a day, the
potential savings could
be 630 million litres of
fuel, worth $630 million
(assuming a fuel cost of
$1 per liter) and we would
prevent 1.4 million tons
of CO2 from entering the
atmosphere each year.
That is an equivalent of
taking 320,000 cars off
the road.1

Monitor your asset location and maintenance requirements, allowing you to
ensure they are where they should be and in top performance condition
Receive alerts when assets are moved or tampered with, helping you prevent
theft and/or harm
Add optional monitoring of temperature and fuel levels, enabling you to ensure
the integrity of cargo

Track your resources.
TELUS Fleet Complete Task Tracker.
Keep your mobile and lone workers safe and productive.
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Comply with lone worker safety regulations and improve worker satisfaction
Send activities to mobile workers based on their geographical position
and workload
Allow workers to accept or reject new jobs on their smartphone
Accommodate changing priorities, adapt to fluctuating business agendas
and make instant decisions based on available resources

For more information about TELUS Fleet Complete
solutions, contact your TELUS Sales Executive, visit
telus.com/fleetcomplete or call 1-877-352-0898
1. http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/efficiency/communities-infrastructure/transportation/idling/4463
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